OUTLOOK BRIGHT FOR HOOP SEASON AS BIG SQUAD TRAINS DAILY

Sorority To Stage
Harold Teen Dance

Cecilia Hauser will be hostess to a sprint meting in a tournament, which will be given by Tau Gamma sorority at the Bakersfield College at the home of Lucille Powers Wednesday evening. "Cookee" was played at a sport, collegiate dance to be ing to secure trophies from the newspapers and one or two of the sporting goods stores, and will probably be successful, according to Miss Procter.

The committee hopes to create a Christmas tree with all the ornaments; a Santa Claus will be the patrons. Among the alumni members present will be Dr. Carson sitting in Ted Kessler, Arthur Trumbull, and Mrs. Gene Powell, and Mrs. Howard Lane. Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Neilson, Mr. and Mrs. F. Duncan, and Mrs. Jane C. Miller, alumni secretary, outlined in brief a plan for the coming basketball season. Fifteen graduates and guests sat down to a lovely banquet table at the home of Jean Warner, Misses Ester Janssens, Elizabeth Patock, Ella Countwell, Elsie Tice, Dorothy May Gibson, Helen McKibben, James Shaw, Jack Ferris, Ted Nelder, Archibald J. Lyman Curtis, and Bill Campbell.

Formerly a member of their group. The names of all voters will be held absolutely secret, no knowledge of the vote is to be given. The Eagle is sponsoring the contest to give the students some- thing of interest on the campus, and those in charge expect the student body to give the plan its best support by voting. Popular- ity contests, beauty contests, and similar contests have proved very popular in other colleges throughout the country, and the contest at Santa Barbara State College is expect- ed to be likewise.

Popularity Contest

My choice for the most pop- ular woman at S. B. S. C. is

My choice for the most pop- ular man at S. B. S. C. is

Watson Brings Love
To People of Lompoc

An intimate view of "Love" was given the populace of Lom- poc last Sunday morning when Dave Watson, student body treasurer, preached on this topic to the congregation of the First Presbyterian Church of the town. His sermon was received by the listeners, was based on personal experiences and hardships, he said.

Watson was Rev. Watson's first sermon. His services were se- cured by Dr. C. A. Spaulding who will be the next pastor of the Presbyterian Church when it was found that there was no minister for the day.

Economics Sorority Holds "Harold Teen" Dance

Kappa Omicron Phi, national home economics sorority, initiated five new members last Monday evening in the women’s club. Among the initiates are Dorothy May Cochran, and Dora Woods winning the prizes. Lollypops were served to all the guests promptly at midnight. Although at the last hops have been served to all the guests promptly at midnight. Although at the last hops have been served to all the guests promptly at midnight. Although at the last hops have been served to all the guests promptly at midnight. Although at the last hops have been served to all the guests promptly at midnight.
THAT the so-called modern theory of education is not as modern as one might suppose is evidenced by the following quotation from a philosophical work published in the 17th century!

"Education consists in divers Rules and Practises which men are furnish'd for all the several Courses of Life, to which they may apply themselves."

The book was written by Thomas Spratt, a member of the Royal Society of London, for the "improving of natural knowledge," and was published in 1667 in London. Another excerpt proves still further the antiquity of our methods of teaching, and it runs as follows:

"I will venture to propose the consideration of wise men whether this way of Teaching by Practice and Experiments, would not at least be as beneficial, as the other by Universal Rules? Whether it were not as probable, that those particularly selected by Art would be able to teach all the several arts, and that from the minors of all the kind of sensible things to see, and to touch all the several kinds of sensible things as to oblige them to learn, and to remember the diverse Doctrines whereby men are furnish'd for all the several Courses of Life, and that they would be called as worthless, until some research man some generations later, or if a Mechanical Education would not exceed the Methodical one.

All this goes to show that ideas very often come centuries in advance of their realization. It takes years and years for men to realize that perhaps there might be some grain of truth in the dreams of some old time philosopher, and if his principles are given a trial they are often heralded as a great discovery. The same is true of the particular sex of children to see, and to touch all the several kinds of sensible things, and to oblige them to learn, and to remember the diverse Doctrines whereby men are furnish'd for all the several Courses of Life, and that they would be called as worthless, until some research man some generations later, or if a Mechanical Education would not exceed the Methodical one.

RUDENESS IN ASSEMBLIES

By the time that students get out of high school and enter college, they are expected to have at least some rudeness in their social makeup. There is no better day during the very educational lecture by Dr. Louis Congers. A small group of townpeople were in the audience, and it seems particularly rude to them when students don’t show up to the words of the speaker with incessant chatter on their latest amours, the price of tickets for the game, or the length of dresses this winter. If people can come up from town to hear our lectures, surely it is not too much to listen to them ourselves.

One woman, quite prominent in social circles in Santa Barbara, was so thoroughly disillusioned with babbling and giggling students that she told President Phelps that we were the "ruddiest group she ever had seen." When a few requests from the student body would have worn that story to get around Santa Barbara.

WHEN YOU WANT TO KNOW...

"WHAT'S WHAT" IN NEW CLOTHES - ASK US!

Beware of "Bargains." Pay a fair price at a good store, and be sure of satisfaction.

COMPARISON DETERMINES VALUE

The Great Wardrobe

Quality Since 1886

FOOT-FOOT SHOES: A real stylish Oxford that you will make you feel that you have feet! A pair will convince you of their merits.

$10.50
THE EAGLE

Notice
Complaints have come from the janitor regarding the mess of papers which students leave in the auditorium. Bits of papers scattered throughout the seats make twice as much work, according to the sweeper of auditoriums. The wielder of the broom says he would not mind the torn bits of paper so much if students only had the consideration to drop them all in the same place. However, no paper at all would be the janitor’s heaven.

COLLEGE ALUMNI IN YEARLY MEET
Joan was the meeting from the college were as follows: President Phillips, Miss Winifred Frye; Mrs. Laura S. Price, Miss Hazel W. Sever; Miss Elsie Pond, Mrs. Pond, Mrs. Irene W. Clow, and Mrs. June C. Miller.

BEAUTIFUL CLUB ROOMS FOR WOMEN OPENS AT COLLEGE
By Helen Conley
Girls, have you seen what we have in the A. W. S. club room? It is open for the first time this year, and I cannot find words to express the beauty and artistic features.

A soft color of burnt orange is used throughout the room and gives it a rich warm color like the Autumn leaves of a maple tree. There are three “comfy” types where one sinks into complete rest, and over each one is a darling little parchment lamp. Two large table lamps with parchment shades having brilliantly colored bases are attractively placed on large tables, while a book case takes up one side of the room and other magazines and books may be found on the small tables, giving the idea of being carelessly placed but fitted looking neat. Best of all is a large fireplace where we hope we shall have some fires.

The sun porch is also a draw and one of the most enjoyable parts of the evening’s program, after which the students were brought to bear against their respective owners through the medium of the girls’ area.

BOYD IRWIN
as Pancho Lopez

ANN DEMPSTER — HARRY JORDAN
With George Gerwing, Josephine Challen, Fritz Adams, Sally St. Claire, Westcott B. Clark, Virginia King. Directed by BOYD IRWIN

THE BAD MAN
A Rollicking Romantic Comedy Drama

You Can’t Afford to Miss This Play
Curtain at 8:30—All Seats Reserved
50c — TIC — $1.00
Matinee 25c—50c—Saturday 2:15
Good Comfortable Seats

Christmas Cards
IN FRENCH, SPANISH, GERMAN, SCOTCH, IRISH
At—Copeland’s Bookshop
Next to Post Office

Christmas and Raymond’s She Will Appreciate Something to Wear.

Raymond’s
1223 State Street

Two Happy Thoughts!
FROCKS
SWEATERS
SMOCKS
HOSE
UNDIES
PILLOW CASES
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COACH L. M. TRIMBLE and his squad of distance runners have been pointing all week toward the annual Southern Conference cross country meet, which will be held at Pomona tomorrow. The cross runners will be up against some pretty tough opposition, but they expect to come in among the leaders.

The meet will be divided into two races, one for the varsity and one for the freshmen. The varsity men will pound over a four mile course, while the freshmen will run but three miles. All State runners who place among the first twenty will receive awards.

Representing the varsity will be Charlie Van Winkle, Larry Parma, Chet Tubbs, Lovell Paggeit, and Marty Brodestein. Tubbs, who was the star harrier last year, has been eclipsed in several times in trail races this season, but hopes he is being pined upon him to come through with a winning score. Van Winkle, who has been running second consistently in time trials, is expected to come in among the leaders.

After shipping bids off each record he has set this year to lower the old course time by about six minutes, Johnny Eckhart of the fresh men is being held up in coming among the pack leaders. Eckhart was a middle distance runner of note when in high school, and he has been zipping up the tough 3.5 mile mountain course in such style that it would not be surprising to see him top first hours on the three mile flat course at Pomona. Bob Foster, a mile letterman last track season, has been doing some good running himself, and may grab a place in the fresh mile.

This meet will be the first in which the Roadrunners will clash with other college teams. Redlands University is favored to repeat last year’s record and again take the conference pennant.
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With reverse plays that completely befuddled their opponents, the Roadrunners completed their football season yesterday in Pea­body Stadium with a 31-0 victory over invading Taft. Junior College eleven. The hilltop boys ran the ball up and down the 10 yard stripe for a first down. Following two first downs by Taft, State recovered on Taft's 41 yard line and after three invad­ers kicked and Kessler tore through for 18 yards off the next play as the quarter ended.

State Scores Again
Down the field went the Olive and White backs, carrying the old pile for a gain of 11, 7, 6, 5 yards until it finally landed on the 10 yard stripe for a first down. Taft was offside, and Kessler was given the ball to take to the 9 yard line. Haberbeck charged towards the line, and Barnett slapped the leather into the promised land for the final touchdown of the afternoon. For four points. In four of the nine encounters the opposition was defeated.

Santa Barbara State ended its first Southern Conference season with two wins and three losses, State's win over Redlands U. decisively won, 13-0.

The Roadrunners had nine touchdowns, five conversions, one safety, and a place kick scored that put the total of sixty-four points. In four of the nine occasions the opposition was defeated.
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